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Don't just stand there.
Do something.
Go Westinghouse, young man.
You can help solve the world's fresh
water shortage. You can help transform slums into beautiful new cities.
You can help curb hunger.
All over the world, nations and
people are living on a narrow edge
of existence simply because they
haven't enough fresh water. You can
help them. Today Westinghouse desalting plants are at work around the
world turning sea water into fresh
water. Many more will be needed.
That's where you come in.
You look at a city and see a slum
... but think what you can do about
it. In Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis,
New York, Minneapolis and many

other places, Westinghouse is helping to turn slums into beautiful new
cities. This requires skills of the
highest order and the enthusiasm of
dedicated young people.
There is an answer to the world's
food problem . . . under the sea. A
great deal must be done, but the
sea's potential staggers the imagination. The ocean's floor is the richest, most abundant land on the face
of the earth. Some day man will harvest it. Westinghouse has made the
first exploratory beginning. You can
get in on this beginning.
But these are only a few of the
pressing problems we're concerned
about. We need computer designers
to help build systems to control
rapid transit. We need brilliant young

You can be sure if its Westinghouse

men to help speed communications
and to educate future generations at
our new Learning Corporation.
In all of our six operating groups*
we need bright young engineers and
scientists to come to grips with
today's and tomorrow's problems now.
If you want to do something, talk
to your Westinghouse recruiter when
he visits your campus or write L. H.
Noggle, Westinghouse Educational
Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221.
An equal opportunity employer.
*The Westinghouse Operating Groups:
Consumer Products; Industrial; Construction; Electronic Components & Specialty
Products; Atomic Defense & Space; Electric Utilities.

Opportunities at Anaconda
in mining and metallurgy here and abroad, at Anaconda American Brass Co.,
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co., and Anaconda Aluminum Co.
Talents and skills like yours will always
be needed by Anaconda. But that's only
half the story. The other half is what
Anaconda has to offer you: important
positions in exploration, mining, extractive metallurgy, manufacturing, scientific
research, sales and administration. For
example, take a look at only eight of the
hundreds of recent graduates who found
what they were looking for at Anaconda:
and vice versa.

Top: JUDITH HIHNALA (BS Bact., Montana State '63)
studies bacterial leaching of copper and zinc
ore and concentrates in extractive metallurgical
research laboratory.

Top: GEOFFREY IRELAND (BSME, U. of Louisville
'63) is assistant plant engineer at Louisville works
of Anaconda Aluminum Company.
Below: ROBERT SWIRBUL (BS Bus. Ad., U. of
Tampa '58), center, district manager of Dallas
sales office of Anaconda Wire and Cable Company,
reviews cable specifications with power
utility personnel.
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Top: LUIS LOZANO (BS Met. E., Brooklyn Poly. '61)
is research metallurgist at Anaconda American
Brass Company's research and technical center.
iof
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Top: GLENN ZINN (BS Geol. E., Mich Tech. '66),
geophysicist with the geophysical department's
southwest office in Tucson, Arizona, is studying
toward a master's degree in geophysics at
University of Arizona.
Below: FRANKLIN ANDREWS (BS Math., Northern III
U. '62), manager quality assurance at Sycamore
plant of Anaconda Wire and Cable Company, checks
environmental stress crack test of polyethylene.

Left: PETRUS DUTOIT (BS Mining Engrg., Montana
Tech., '56), mining engineer, at the controls of
a raise boring machine in the Mountain Con mine.
This mine has the latest in underground
mining equipment.
Below: LAWRENCE KENAUSIS (BS Chem., Holy Cross
'53; MS Chem., Boston College '55; PhD Chem.,
U. of Penn. '61) is senior research metallurgist at
Anaconda research and technical center in
Waterbury, Connecticut.
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If you would like more information about
the opportunities at Anaconda, or would
like to apply for employment, write to:
Director of Personnel, The Anaconda
Company, 25 Broadway, New York,
67121
N.Y. 10004.
An equal opportunity employer.
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COVER NOTE
Our cover this month is a stereographic projection
of the faces of a typical crystal used in X-ray diffraction
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permission from the Columbia University Press.
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CHEMISTRY

GUEST EDITORIAL
I

AMERICAN VS
EUROPEAN STUDENT
By MISS MIRIAM VANDER KRUYSSE

Layout by Skip Douglas
It is very hard to compare individuals; to compare two groups of
people with each other should be
easier, so I'll try to draw a comparison between the American and the
European student.
A girl going to the University of
Louvain, or Bonn, or to the Sorbonne is dressed almost in the same
way as the American student, except that she can wear slacks to
class, a thing which does not seem
to be accepted here. The picture
Americans have of longhaired boys
strolling on European campuses is
completely wrong; the requirements
for the boys over there are, strangely enough, more strict than for the
girls. The men are required to wear
a suit and necktie to class; jeans and
T-shirts are unthinkable.
Where, then, are the longhaired
fellows to be found? You find them
in big cities like Amsterdam or Antwerp, on the French Riviera, and
especially in England. In general,
they are not really students: they
are young people who want to react
against something, but they themselves generally have only a vague
idea of what they are reacting
against. It must have something to
do with the rigor and hypocrisy of
their parents and other unknown
ancestors. This long hair is supposed
to give a person an artistic appearance, even if real artistic qualities
are lacking. It's just a harmless fad:
ten years ago, it was the fashion to
talk existentialism, even though you
could hardly pronounce the word. In
Goethe's time, suicide was the fad:
you were supposed to commit suicide, or supposed to say that you
wanted to commit suicide, after hav-

ing read his novel "Werther," even
though you did not know who the
person was who had disappointed
you in love.
The American student will probably envy his European colleague
because the latter is allowed to drink
alcoholic beverages anywhere and at
any age. In the southern European
countries people drink wine; in Holland, Belgium, and Germany the
favorite beverage is beer. This is due
to the fact that beer is very cheap
and perhaps also to a kind of atavism: our Germanic forefathers
drank beer while they were gambling away their cattle and women.
There are few married students
in Europe; those who follow an intellectual vocation marry later than
they do here in the States: the
average age for boys is twenty-five
or twenty-six, for girls twenty-three
or twenty-four. As a result, the
European male student does not try
so hard to find the right partner (or
is it the girl who still tries harder
to be found?) while he is still studying.
In general, the European student
does not take a job. This is partly
because material ambitions are not
so high over there: for example, a
student without a car does not feel
frustrated. The main reason, however, is that it is not expensive at
all to study in Europe, especially in
Belgium where the government pays
all tuition costs. The student pays
for his room and board and books
only. The Belgian student is really
a parasite living at the expense of
other citizens. According to what I
have noticed here, the American
student appreciates his educational

This month's guest editorial is by
Miss Mirjam Vander Kruysse. Miss
Vander Kruysse received her B.A.
and M.A. degrees from the University of Leuvin in Belgium. As
a visiting professor in German and
French, she is spending her first
year on the Rose faculty.

opportunities more, perhaps because
he often has to work to pay for his
education. In Belgium a student
takes everything for granted.
The European student is less efficient than the American student: he
studies until the age of nineteen almost without knowing which profession he is going to enter. He does
not start to specialize in a particular
field until he is nineteen; as a result, he perhaps has a little more
general culture than his American
"brethren." Without being partial,
I really think he studies more for
the sake of knowledge and learning
itself rather than for training in order to make money. This makes it
possible for the Eureopean student
to take a more disinterested attitude
toward learning since he does riot
have to pay for his education.
In conclusion, I would like to say
something about the relation between
professor and students in Europe. A
university professor over there is
considered as a kind of "God the
Father." A student never interrupts
him during his presentation to ask
him for an explanation. The European student literally stands in awe
before his professor. As exam time
approaches, he greets his professor
twice as he enters the room because
he fears that his timid voice might
not have been heard the first time.
He sits on the edge of his chair: he
dare not sit 'back comfortably in the
presence of so august a person as his
"Hooggeleerde Professor Dokter."
The rest is silence.
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DIFFRACTION
by
TERRY JOYCE

Terry' Joyce is a junior Physics
major from Griffith, Indiana. Terry
is a varsity football R-man, member of Lambda Chi Alpha, Tau
Beta Pi, Blue Key, Sigma Pi Sigma, and Pi Mu Epsilon.
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In most solids, atoms are arranged
in a periodic, crystalline pattern
separated by distances of only a few
angstroms. Any three dimensional
lattice can be described in terms of
three crystallographic axes a, b,
and c and the angles between
them a ,
p and
Y •
Because of the restriction that the
unit cell must be repeatable in space
there can be only seven basic types
of crystal systems: cubic, tetragonal,
orthorhombic, rhombohedral, hexagonal, monoclinic, and triclinic.
The crystal system cannot be determined by examination of the "unknown" with visible light of 5,000
angstroms since distances between
atoms are only a few angstroms. For
the purpose of analysing crystal
structure, x-rays (A. = 2 A) are
most suitable.

When an electromagnetic field is
incident on a neutral atom, the positive nucleus is accelerated in the direction of the field while the negative
cloud of electrons experiences a force
in the opposite direction. Thus electric dipoles are created which oscillate with a frequency equal to that
of the incident wave. A charged
particle which undergoes such an
acceleration radiates energy in all
directions with the same frequency
as the impinging disturbance. In a
crystal composed of a group of such
oscillating dipoles, this spherically
symmetrical radiation assumes a directional character due to interference of the several radiating particles. It is this directional scattering of x-rays which permits analysis
of the atomic structure.
Several methods for determining
the lattice parameters of a unit cell
are at hand. The following discussion deals with one called the "powder method."
The polycrystalline solid composed
of many minute crystals oriented in
different directions is irradiated by
a beam of approximately monochromatic radiation of wavelength
A. The intensity peaks of scattered
x-rays will vary in a regular manner systematized by Bragg. He simplified the matter of constructive
and destructive interference of diffracted x-rays to one of reflection off
of lattice planes. In two dimensions
(Continued on Page 16)

Twenty-five hundred dollars
in cash awards
to engineering and
metallurgy students.
The Forging Industry Educational and Research Foundation announces a $2,500 award
competition for the best paper on the subject "How Mechanical and Physical Properties of
Impression Die Forgings Are Best Utilized in Designing Forgings for New Applications."
First prize, $1,000, plus eight other awards totaling $1,500.
Competition is open to senior and graduate engineering and metallurgy students. Length
of the paper, 3,000 to 3,500 words. Deadline for completed paper: May 10, 1967.
Winner and his faculty advisor will also receive an all-expense-paid trip to
White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, where the award presentation will be made
at the 1967 meeting of the Foundation.
For full details fill in and mail the coupon or write:
The President

Forging Industry
Educational
and Research
Foundation
55 Public Square • Cleveland, Ohio 44113

Name
Address

School

Faculty Advisor

„„,,,,,,
\ New hardbound 520-page FORGING
INDUSTRY HANDBOOK,describing
St\ forging design, applications and tech, \ _ _. . . . .- - nology, is available to students at
il
\
special low price of $2.50. Write, enclosing check or
money order, to Forging Industry Association,
55 Public Square, Cleveland, Ohio 44113.

16-millimeter sound and color film,TO
BE FORGED,describes forging process
and design considerations. Length 18
minutes. Sponsored by Forging Industry Association, available on loan free from regional
film libraries of Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.,
1212 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036.
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by DAVE ALBIN
Layout by Marty Goodwine

What is a cave? Webster defines
it as a hollowed out place in the
earth, but that is not what I mean.
What composes a cave? This is probably a better way of stating the
question. Caves are not just cold,
damp, dark holes in the ground that
have no benefit to anyone except a
few brave souls who enjoy the risky
business of expolring these forsaken
places. They are caverns rich in
the early history of our planet, the
treasures of which can provide us
with a greater understanding of how
our ancestors lived. Although we
could go into great detail on the
types and histories of the different
famous caves around the globe, let
us, for the present, stick to caves in
general.
First of all let us look at how a
cave is formed. There are several
theories on how various caves were
begun, but all of these speculations
can be narrowed down to five main
theories: the vadose, the phreatic,
the water table theory, the invasion
theory, and the compromise theory.
(1) The vadose or one-cycle theory suggests that caves were formed
purely by mechanical abrasive
means. That is, water flowing
through cracks enlarged these cracks
gradually to form caves. This was
the earliest theory formed.
(2) The phreatic or two-cycle

8

theory, which was formed in 1903,
states that "all caves were formed
in the zone above the water table as
the result of action by surface water,
seeping through that zone, enlarging natural faults or cavaties through
chemical erosion and corrosion."
(3) The water table theory says
caves were formed the same way as
put forth in the two-cycle theory
except at the water table rather
than above it.
(4) The invasion theory closely
follows the vadose theory. That is,
all caves are formed by the diversion of surface water into the cracks
and crevices of the underground
drainage network.
(5) The last of these theories is
the compromise theory. This theory
suggests that water flows through
an underground network of cracks
into a stream. Just before reaching
the stream, however, the cracks are
widened by abrasion, thus forming
main channels for the water.
Few caves are static. Most are
changing in one way or another all
of the time. If they are not growing
in size, they are changing internally.
Stalactites are being formed by
water dripping from the roofs of
caverns. As the water evaporates,
the minerals in the water solidify,
forming an icicle-like object which
is suspended from the ceiling. Be-

David Albin is a freshman this
year at Rose and plans to major
in Civil Engineering. Dave is from
Jeffersontown, Kentucky. He is on
the Inter-Dormitory Council and a
member of the Rose Rifles Drill
Team.

neath these stalactites, stalagmites
form. These are the result of the
further evaporation of the dripping
water. In other areas of the cave,
curtains grow. These are formed
whenever water seeps slowly over
steep surfaces. Lastly, flowstone
may be forming. This phenomenon
occurs wherever a saturated calcium
carbonate solution flows.
Let us now dwell on the subject
of cave life. Cave fauna, animals
which live in caves, are divided into
three main divisions.
(1) The first division, or trogloxenes, do not live in the cave all
of the time and do not venture far
from the entrance.
(2) The troglophiles, the second
division, are permanent or semi-permanent inhabitants of caves. However, they do not venture far into
the cave and are capable of living
elsewhere.
(3) The last division, trogobites,
cannot live anywhere except in the
inner reaches of the cave where
there is never any natural light.
Man comes under the first of
these divisions. Human beings have
lived in caves for over 100,000 years.
Deposits found in caves have been
dated back to about 40,000 B.C.
Families and hunters inhabited caves
in Europe and the Middle East until
about 8,000 years ago when the de-

velopment of agriculture forced
them to live on the land. The cavedwellers' history is told by the examination of the floor of the cave.
The floor is composed of many
layers. Cavemen carried leaves or
grass into the cave on which they
slept. The decayed grass separated
the layers, thus making the anthropologist's job easier. The caveman
also dragged his food into the shelter
of the cave to eat. This fact expains
the presence of all the different kinds
of bones found in caves.
There are five main divisions of
time geologically.
(1) The Achezoic Era is the age
of the earliest rocks. It is very
doubtful is even simple protoplasm
existed then.
(2) Next is the Proterzoic Era.
This is probably the age of simple
organisms.
(3) The Paleozoic Era is when the
first coal was formed. Also during
this epoch, animals developed furthcr, the most complex organism
being the fish.
(4) The Mesozoic Era was the age
of reptile domination on the earth.
This was the great age of the dinosaurs.
(5) Lastly comes the Cenozoic
Era. This era dates back some
30,000 years, and it is the age of
mammal domination.. This break-

down of time helps geologists place Christ Child was born that night so
their findings in the correct category. long ago. Ali Baba and his 40 thieves
sought refuge in a cave. The Dead
Prehistoric man was also a ritual- Sea
Scrolls were removed from
istic artist. He painted mostly anitheir resting place inside a cave.
mals, such as bison, reindeer, wild
Besides Jesus, the Virgin Mary and
goats, horses, and wild cattle, the
John the Baptist were also born in
meat of which he depended upon to
caves. In more recent times, caves
live. These men did not paint for
have been used for everything from
pleasure but because they believed
a burial grounds to refuge for runthat their success in the hunt was
away slaves, from saltpeter mines to
determined by their paintings. The
air-raid shelters.
painters used red, black, yellow, and
Caves have played a big part in
white to accomplish their feats.
our history. They sheltered early
When cave art was first dis- man from the elements or nature.
In
covered, many bitter arguments later years they served for
every
arose. Many scholars could not bepurpose from storehouses to saltlieve that the same primitive men
peter mines to fallout shelters. They
who used stone tools could have posfurnished scientists much knowledge
sibly painted such beautiful picabout the early history of our planet
tures. It was not until 1901, at which
and how our primitive ancestors
time the paintings in the Cave of lived.
Caves are not something to be
Lascaux in France were proven to regarded
as just natural wastes but
be some 30,000 years old, that the
as keys to knowledge.
last staunch defenders released their
hold and gave in to the others.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Through the ages, caves have been
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Gamma Ray
Spectrum
Determination

Nelson Sinback is from Fern
Creek, Kentucky. Nelson, a junior,
is a l'hysics major, and a member
of Alpha Tau Omega.

by Nelson Sinback
Layout by Dave Yeager
The hypothesis has long been supported that the atomic nucleus exi.sts
in a number of discrete energy levels
above a ground state analogous to
the electronic energy levels. The
nucleus in an excited state will frequently emit its excess energy in the
form of alpha particles or beta particles accompanied by gamma radiation. Specifically, a nucleus may
emit an alpha or beta particle forming an unstable antioroduct nucleus
which reaches stability by emission
of a uniquely energetic gamma ray.
Measurement of the energies of the
an unstable nucleus' discrete alpha
particle spectrum (or be to particle
spectrum) accompanied by its corresponding gamma ray spectrum will
lead to the actual identification of
energy levels within the nucleus.
For this reason, we are interested in
examining the mechanics involved in
obtaining gamma ray energy spectra
experimentally.
The gamma ray is initially detected by an inorganic NaI crystal (activated by an impurity such as TI)
in a simple scintillation counter. The
light energy output of the scintillation counter is linearly proportional
to the amount of energy lost by the
gamma ray as it tranverses the detector; thus, due to the photoelectric
effect, an electrical pulse produced
by a photomultiplier tube may be
analyzed to determine gamma ray
energies for spectral purposes.
The analysis of this pulse is accomplished by the ND-110, 128 Chan-
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pulse to be analyzed, the total length
nel Analyzer. The ND-110 consists of each cycle being about 80 u sec.
At times it is advantageous to have
of two functional sections; an analogto-digital converter and a special pur- a live display of the date during and
pose digital computer. In pulse- after the amplitude analysis; this is
height, or amplitude, analysis the furnished by the ND-410 Display
converter section first digitizes the Monitor. After each analysis cycle
electrical input so it can be used by of the ND-110, it is possible to actuate
a logic circuit which provides for
the computer.
The coded pulse is then directed the data (count and energy channel)
to its proper energy channel (of 128) to be visually on the oscilloscopeby the Channel Scaler within the type monitor of the ND-410. After
computer section. The signal, or the analysis is completed the ND-410
c3unt now, is then directed to the vi 11 display an actual "graph" of
channel memory, which consists of counts per channel.
Also, a print readout system may
four magnetic core matrices wired in
a flat plane. This provides a storage be attached which will record the
capacity of 640 binary-coded decimal number of counts in each of the 128
digits, i.e. 128 five-digit storage channels after analysis.
Moreover, the plot of the number
channels. In the memory the count
is added to the number of counts al- of counts per energy channel of a
re.ady recorded in its partiallar source with a known gamma ray
energy channel memory. At the end energy emission may be used to caliof the store cycle the linear gate to brate the system for determinations
of unknown gamma ray source specthe analog-to-digital converter is
*
*
*
o xned for acceptance of the next tra.
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Come with us
and do
something meaningful.
Rack up paper clip after paper clip. As you enjoy
the painful search for new ideas.
To what end? The satisfaction of getting involved in
a company already deeply involved in the world
and its people.
Our Farm Centers help boost productivity at home
and feed the world abroad. Our petroleum products
are prime movers on earth, in the stratosphere,
in the ionosphere. Our Total Energy applications
provide economical power, heat, and light to
more and more people.
The world-wide demand for new products and
applications is constantly accelerating. We're
meeting it with new answers to old questions
and unique solutions for unique problems.
We need your answers, your solutions. In
Research and Development, or Manufacturing, or Marketing, or Administration.
And we'll give you the time, the stimulation,
the opportunity you need.
And we don't skimp on paper clips.
Do something meaningful now.
Write Harry L. Sheehy, Recruiting
6
Coordinator, American Oil Company, /WA\
Dept. 19-C, 910 South Michigan AMERICAN
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60680 "4111111111111/
An equal opportunity employer.
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OVERLOAD
RELAYS
by RONALD PAUL KUHN
Diagrams and Layout by Andrew Spence

Overload relays are devices which
duction on iron. A current which
operate on the influence of electric
goes through an induction core
current or overcurrent. A mechanicauses a force on a plunger
cal movement, proportional to the
built into the relay. The plunger
change of current, operates a conis connected to a damper which
trol contact. In a further sense, bedelays the movement. Changes
longing to this type of devices are
in the damping degree changes
applications which control short cirthe trip time of the relay.
cuit high currents. These trip in- (2) Relays which are based upon
stantaneously or with little time lag
metal melting. Heat which is
when the trip current is applied.
generated by overcurrent melts
Networks and load centers are proa metal strip and interrupts an
tected in this way from dangerous
electric control circuit. Fuses
influences of high short circuit curbelong to this type of overrents.
current protection. Other relay
Overload relays, in the sense with
types which are based on this
which this paper deals are devices
physical characteristic are those
which control moderate or low overwhich release a mechanism for
currents, such as in overloaded
tripping when a pool of metal
motors or transformers. They prois liquid.
tect those electric applications to (3) An example which is mostly in
prevent damage of windings and
use are relays with bimetals
coils. On the other hand short overwhich become heated due to an
loads as motor startings shall not
overcurrent. The bimetal detrip the relay instantaneously.
flects upon the influence of the
Therefore, overload relays must
heat or it develops a force and
have a certain time delay dependent
operates a switch mechanism.
upon the amount of overcurrent.
These two forms are used in the
There are five different types of
design of most of the overload
motor protecting overload relays derelays because of low manuscribed which are based upon differfacturing costs and its siment physical characteristics. Some of
plicity. In the following parathose characteristics are:
graphs of this thesis, these types
(1) Relays which are based upon
of overload relays shall be disthe influence of magnetic incussed.
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Ronald Paul Kuhn is a licensed
Electrical Engineer in Germany.
Ronald, now 33, is single and last
attended Rose in June 1965. Since
attending Rose, he has attained a
position as an evaluation engineer
in connection with the Carl Duisberg Society work-gtudy program.

(4) Another type of overload relays which have bimetals are so
called motor probes. These are
inserted in the windings of
motors or in coils. A bimetal on
which a contact is attached
works in a control circuit and
protects the winding from becoming overheated.
(5) The bimetal used in the motor
probes can be replaced by a
semiconductive material which
becomes conductive at a certain temperature. When this
temperature is in the range of
motor temperature limit, this
method can be used to protect
electric devices.
DIFFERENCES AT THE
BIMETAL OVERLOAD RELAYS
The most important physical factors of the overload relay mechanism is the relation of force and
displacement within the switch
mechanism, the heat transfer from
the heater to the bimetal, the thickness and shape of the bimetal and
the heat loss in the device due to
radiation and conduction.
A big difference can exist in the
force-displacement relation from one
design to the next, but the other
(Continued on Page 22)

JO N E
EA CORP
Right now, hundreds of engineers, chemists, and physicists are exploring their own
ideas at NCR. We encourage them because
we consider idea-people as the backbone of
technological advancement in our field of
total business system development.
And it works. Business Management magazine, in its list of "emerging ideas of
1966," credits NCR with two out of seven:
pioneering in laser technology for recording data, and development of our new PCMI
microfilm storage system.
Whether you're a seasoned pro. or an
ambitious self-starter, and whatever your
degree, if the excitement and satisfaction
of start-to-finish idea development appeal
to you, you'll go far with NCR. And so will
your ideas.
Here's a good idea to start with: write to
T. F. Wade, Executive and Professional
Placement, NCR, Dayton. Ohio 45409.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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PAM HOSE
Miss Technic for April is Pamela Hose. Pam
lives in Terre Haute and graduated from
Wiley High School. She is now a freshman at
Indiana State University where she is majoring in elementary education. Pam is a pledge
of Delta Gamma Sorority, a member of the
Union Board, and a member of the Homecoming Committee. In her spare time she enjoys bowling and tennis. Pam is 5' 8", brunette,
and has brown eyes.

MISS TECHNIC

X-RAY DIFFRACTION
(Continued front Page 6)
these planes are represented by
parallel lines drawn through the
atoms or dots.
— figure 2
A three dimensional lattice will con•

In order for scattering to be detected, constructive interference
must occur. This condition is satisfied by the relation 0 = 2d sin 0
known as Bragg's Law.
It must be realized, however, that
.

•

•

•

•

By a trial and error method called
indexing the pattern, one can determine the correct crystal system and
the lattice parameters from the
position of the peaks. The position
of the atoms in a unit cell can be
found from an analysis of the relative intensities of the diffracting
lines.
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While on the topic of diffraction
lines, it might be germane to explain
the procedure by which these patterns are obtained.
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The crystalline target is mounted
on a turntable which rotates through
an angle of ninety degrees. The reflected x-rays for each degree are
detected by a counter-scaler arrangement. The scaler in turn feeds
a chart recorder which produces a
graph of intensity versus time. This
graph can be correlated with the
grazing angle by making a suitable
transformation which takes into account both chart speed and turntable
speed. Figure 4 is a rendition of a
typical x-ray pattern.

•

•

(a)

(Y)

tain quite a large number of these
parallel planes.
From this relation, one can see
that if a diffracted wave is detected,
the crystal possesses a set of planes
with a normal which bisects the
angle between the incident and reflected waves. The spacing of these
planes, d, is related to A and 0 by
Bragg's Law.
,„.,‘
.,

•

•

actually done by the atoms rather
than the lattice planes, destructive
interference results and the expected peak is weakened or missing entirely. In this case one could deduce that the structure is a bodycentered cubic.

some peaks of scattered radiation
may be weak or absent due to interference of waves diffracted by atoms
not on the lattice planes. If an atom
is placed in the center of a cell in
the cubic lattice shown in figure 2,
the result is to insert a plane of diffracting atoms halfway between
planes formed by lattice points.
Since the scattering of x-rays is

Each compound has a unique diffraction pattern. Thus by cataloging
the patterns of various compounds,
one can determine the composition
of an "unknown" sample by merely
comparing it's pattern with those in
the catalogue. A diffraction pattern
can be characterized by two parameters d and 0 (usually given as
* *
2 0).
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Ifs trade-in time
for tired old myths.
Like the one about business. Especially
big business. That it is beyond the
rugged individualist's wildest daydream to enter this holy of holies because he'll lose something that's very
sacred — like his independence.
Sure, it can happen. If a guy or gal
wants to hide, or just get by, or not accept responsibility, or challenges.
We're not omniscient enough or stupid enough to speak for all business,
but at a company like Western Electric, bright ideas are not only welcome,
they are encouraged. And no door is
shut. Create a little stir, go ahead, upset an old applecart (we replace shibboleths at a terrific pace — we have to
as manufacturing and supply unit of
the Bell System — in order to provide
your Bell telephone company with
equipment it needs to serve you.)
There's an excitement in business.
True, we're in it to make a profit, but
working to find new and better ways to
make things that help people communicate is very rewarding and satisfying. Did you ever hear these wry
words of Oliver Wendell Holmes?
"Never trust a generality — not even
this one."
That's how we feel about the generality that claims you'll just become
a little cog in a company like Western
Electric. You might, of course, but if
you consider yourself an individual
now, odds are 10 to 1 that you'll keep
your individuality. And cherish it. And
watch it grow. Even at big, big Western
Electric.
You know, that's the only way we'd
want you to feel. If you feel like coming in with us.

Wegtern Electric
MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNI1 OF THE BELL SYSTEM
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SPORTS

POTPOURRI
OF
SPORTS
BY DON RILEY
Layout by John Shambach
This month, I thought a little variety would prove more interesting
than one of my editorials. So, I've
thrown together a few "tidbits" of
of sports news from Rose, Indiana,
and across the nation, and called it
a Potpourri of Sports.
Thursday, March 2, Speed met
Lambda Chi Alpha in the championship basketball game of the Intramural tourney. I was very impressed with the way Speed played ball
that particular night. I had seen
Speed play on several other occasions, and they played as a typical
dormitory team. But, on this occasion, they were aggressive and worked as a team. They controlled the
boards and shot well while Lambda
Chi was experiencing an unusual
cold spell. My hat is off to Speed
Hall.
Have you ever watched an Indiana
State University basketball game on
television? If you have, you've probably noticed the WTHI announcer
who completely colors the entire
game. Everytime an Indiana State
player shoots, he counts it as two
points while the ball is still in midair. Or what about that foul a State
player committeed—"No, why the
referee certainly missed that one."
It doesn't bother me so much on TV,
because you can see what is actually
happening. But whenever this "announcer" broadcasts a game on radio,
you would have thought the State

team was playing for the NCAA
Championship and winning by 30
points.
"Hoosier Hysteria" is nearing it's
climax for 1967. I must add that I
wrote this article on March 5, so by
the time this article comes out, the
finals will be complete. So, to make
it interesting, I'm going to pick a
winner based on my complete ignorance of Indiana High School Basketball, and see how close I can come.
I've heard that there's a team up
north that "picks em up and lays
em down" every weekend. I have

The author is Don R. Riley,
a junior majoring in electrical engineering from Akron,
Ohio. Don is a member of
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity, and is also active in the
Glee Club.

even heard one of their games, and I
must admit, they are a quick team
with a lot of spirit. I'll have to remain conservative and pick Michigan City to repeat as State champs.
Incidentally, if you people from
Indiana would like to see some real
basketball, Ohio style, Evansville has
a tournament for small Colleges and
Universities. Go back a few weeks
to your local newspapers and see if
the Akron University Zips didn't
walk off with the NCAA small college title this year!
Mohammed Ali has announced
that his next fight will be televised
nationally. If his last fight is any
indication of this fight late in March,
then by the time this article "hits
the streets" you will probably have
enjoyed a very good wrestling match
without being able to see the "knockout punch". Pick a winner, Sure,
that's an easy one—the TV network
that covers the fight.
Baseball season is fast approaching, and this year, the Rose team
has a few vacancies to fill if they hope
to have a "winner". Chief among
these vacancies is center field, vacated last year by Eddie Jirousek,
and catcher, a discouraging "thorn"
in Coach Mutchner's side for several
seasons.
Hope you enjoyed this "potpourri
of sports" as much as I enjoyed writing it. Next month I'll review spring
sports in progress.
*
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Welcome
to the cold,
cruel world.

Of course, if your father's a millionaire, or you're about to marry an heiress,
then you have no problems. But, if not, then there's only one sensible thing to
do. Come to work at Allison Division of General Motors.
There's nothing cold or cruel here. Just the opposite. Particularly if you're an
engineer with big ideas. Ae.ily.poce projects? Allison's got them. Turbofan.
Turbojet. Turboprop. Turboshaft. Military and commercial applications right
across the board.
Maybe you're more down-to-earth. Fine. Some of Allison's advanced motor vehicle projects will be more your cup of tea. Like the new M551 General Sheridan,
for instance. The powershift transmission, of course, is our specialty, and even
the gun launcher is an Allison brainchild.
There's more. And you can be part of it. Take your time. Check them all. But
don't forget Allison. Remember: life can be beautiful . . . even
without an heiress.
For the complete story, send for Allison's new brochure: Destination
Tomorrow. Write Ken Friedlein, Scientific Placement, Dept. 400,
Allison Division of General Lotors, Indianapolis, IncJiana 46206.

GM

An equal Gpportunity employer tA/F
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Edited by
JACK UHLENBROCK
From Boeing

Layout by Denny Randle
An Artistic Copy of the Boeing SST.
Last July, at a Boeing 50th anniversary banquet, Boeing President
William M. Allen said, "The airlines
are providing to a rapidly increasing
extent the circulatory system of the
entire world, a system like that of the
body, where no one part is favored
over another but where free circulation brings about a unity of all the
parts. This kind of linkage, we hope,
will ultimately merge the interests
of the nations and make the citizens
of those nations into citizens of the
world. We want to be a continuing
part of this kind of development."
In Sattle last month, a full-scale
wood, steel and alumnium mockup
of Boeing's entry in the U.S. supersonic transport competition was
shown to representatives of the news
media. Fifty tons of steel, 42,800
lineal feet of lumber and 3,500 sheets
of plywood went into the construction of the yellow, gold, black and
white mockup, a demonstration and
development tool.
Its streamlined nose is movable, as
shown in one of the accompanying
photographs. Just as the actual
plane's nose could be lowered for
better visibility, the mockup's nose
hinges downward. A second hinge
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nearer the tip affords ample ground
clearance on landing and takeoff.

back to 72 degrees combining with
a large horizontal tail to form a

Various Nose Positions
The cabin in this SST is fitted
with 28 four-abreast, first-class passenger seats and 246 six-abreast
seats. The lower part of the cabin
sidewall is covered by carpet to precent scuffing. Polarized window
panes can be rotated to reduce intensity of light coming in the windows. Cabin lighting can be varied
in color and intensity. Color television an d10-channel radio systems
are installed for passenger convenience.
The Boeing SST design features
a variable-sweep wing which folds

for Landing and Flying
single lifting surface for supersonic
flight. Extended for takeoff and
landing, the wing sweeps back at
only 30 degrees giving it a lifting
wingspan of almost 175 feet. The
plane would cruise at 1,800 mph at
64,000 feet altitude. Its range, with
313 passengers aboard, would be
mroe than 4,000 miles.
The present Boeing SST design
— submitted to the Federal Aviation Agency on September 6 for
evaluation in the U.S. supersonic
transport competition — evolved
through a study of nearly 500 dif-

ferent proposals. Boeing's first study presses and furnaces will be 180 feet
paper on the supersonic transport wide — approximately the width of
was written in 1952.
the arrow-wing Boeing SST design
An unusual multi-million-dollar with its wings extended for efficient
titanium-processing facility is under low-speed flight — and 480 feet long.
construction at Boeing's Develop- A high-bay manufacturing area, it
mental Center in Seattle. The facil- will be 45 feet from the floor to the
ty was designed from the outset for hooks of the 15-ton capacity mobile
the demanding task of hot forming cranes under the roof trusses. Each
and hot sizing the strong and light bay will be 90 feet wide.
metal which will be used in the
Divided roughly in thirds, the
United States' supersonic transport. building will have an area for conThe building which will house the structing master models from which

the hot-forming and hot-sizing dies
will be built, an area for the hightemperature forming and sizing operations required in working titanium,
and one for chemical processing and
penetrant inspection.
To form and size titanium, the dies
used will be heated to three times
the temperature produced on the
SST's skin by the friction of its
1,800-mile-an-hour passage through
the air. Titanium hot forming and
(Continued on Page 25)

Building the Ground Structure for the New Bird.
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OVERLOAD RELAYS
(Continued from Page 12)
factors are similar for all bimetal
overload relays. First considered is
the layout of the force-displacement
relation in the switch mechanism.
The heated bimetal must move this
arrangement and develop the necessary energy. There are two basic
ways for solving this problem:
(A) With rising temperature the
bimetal reflects free and unrestrained until it touches and
trips a switch mechanism.
(B) The bimetal is blocked in a
way that it cannot deflect with
rising temperature. It now develops the required force to
trip the switch mechanism
with very small deflection.
Most of the heat generated in the
heater should be transferred to the
bimetal. The distance between both
parts is of great importance. Small
changes influence the delay of the
relay by affecting the heat transfer.
Closer parts hasten heat flow to the
bimetal and speed the tripping.
Thickness and form of the bimetal
depends on the use. As a rule of
thumb one may assume, that a bimeal which is long and thin deflects
further but develops less force. Bimetals which are short and thick
develop more force with less deflection.
The evaluation of the heat losses
is a difficult problem. Losses depend mainly on the shape of the
housing, the surface of the heat and
current conducting parts, the relative position between the bimetal
and the heater and the thermal
characteristic of the housing material. For the following discussion let's
assume an ideal condition that any
amount of heat developed becomes
effective in the bimetal. This causes
an effective temperature rise, which
is considered evenly distributed
over the entire bimetal.

perature rise in the bimetal causes
it to reflect unrestrained until it
touches the switch mechanism and
starts the trip action. At this point
the rate of deflection changes and
depends on the increase of force
during the trip operation. The displacement, however, in this part is
small in relation to the free displacement. With unfavorable force
characteristics, however, problems
may come up which causes malfunctions in the lower overcurrent
levels.
Changing the trip point to adjust
the trip current can be accomplished
by changing the displacement. Ambient temperature compensation is
made in a similar manner. The start
position of the bimetal or the location of the trip point is changed according to the ambient.

THE SINGLE POLE
DISPLACEMENT RELAY
This relay has as its active parts
a relatively long and thin bimetal
and a switch mechanism which
needs little force to trip. The tem-

THE SINGLE POLE FORCE
RELAY
This relay has as its active parts
a short and thick bimetal and a
switch mechanism which restrains
the bimetal at its start position. The
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temperature rise in the bimetal
causes an increasing force on the
switch mechanism. When the force
comes up to a certain value, the bimetal deflects and causes the switch
mechanism to trip. This method offers a better accuracy at low overcurrents. However, it is necessary
that all parts of the relay are mechanically well connected.
Changing of the trip force to adjust the trip current can be done by
changing the force required to trip
the mechanism. Temperature compensation is made in a similar manner. For this a second bimetal is
necessary which will place an
opposite force on the first bimetal
compensating for ambient temperature changes.
The diagram in Fig. 1 shows the
relation of force and displacement
for the two types of relays.
FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAMS
In the functional diagram, the
interrelationship of temperature
rise, force increase, and bimetal de(Continued on Page 26)
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EDITORIAL

Spring is here. The birds sing, flowers bloom, and
trees blossom while the temperature rises spasmodically. Spring means also that the time has come in
the school year for new Technic leadership. Spring is
more significant than the appointment of new officers.
The new organizations of people that develop are analogous to the revitalization that occurs in each living
thing every spring.
In Nature as the new plant springs forth from its
seed, at times its future may be uncertain as it sways
to and fro in the breeze. Just as in any living thing,
there is likely to be uncertainty in our decisions as Dan
Mohr and I as co-editors feel our way along for the
first few issues. However, like the mighty oak that
stands predominantly in front of the main building and
the Technic in its seventy-five years plus history, each
has weathered many springs or new administrations in
any season of the year to stand firm as a prominent
symbol of Rose.
Occasionally like this spring the mighty oak tree
in front of the school needs severe pruning to cut away
the dead wood to substantiate its life. Comparably the
Technic must undergo change to maintain a fresh vital
force to the students and the alumni. For instance
commencing with the next issue, social news of current or future interest is to be printed.
Analogous to many functions of Nature's
tree which are integral to its life and yet are hidden
by the glamour and majesty of a mighty tree, the
prominent continuation of the publication in any form
requires the resourcefulness of many diversely talented
people. Though they may not share the limelight as a
flowering bud, these people deserve the credit for moving the periodical forward in the perpetuation of its
founding and its calling to the student body and the
alumni.
F. M. N.

Well, it's that time of year again. It's spring and
Rose moves toward graduating another class of engineers and scientists. These men have come a long
way, but you can tell it was well worth it by watching
a senior. No doubt you will notice something different
about him; different from the professor hurrying to
class or the frosh humbly opening a door for the professor. Yes, different from the man on the street or
anyone anywhere. For this man has something called
"senioritis."
The senior has an unmistakable pride. Although
he may or may not be eager to get out into the real
world and begin to straighten it out, he is eager to begin enjoying the benefits an education can bring to him.
Most seniors have several good job offers to choose
from (or brag on!). Although many men have senioritis long before they attain that magic rating of
senior, the permanent job offers a senior gets sets him
on top of the world. There are a couple of good reasons for these many offers. One is the general appearance of the Rose man. This may at first make you respond "Oh, yea?" But interviewers rate the average
Rose Man's appearance favorably. Many schools are
populated by "scrufts" and shabbily dressed "beatnik"
types. At any school there are always sweatshirts and
currently a long hair fad. Although dress is in no way
restricted on campus, the average Rose man does not
try to dress wildly or to impress anyone.
One would expect an interviewer to appreciate
interview schedules followed by the students. Most
throw their hands up about mid-day and interview anyone who steps in. But more than one interviewer has
commented on the excellent job done by Professor
Headdy and his staff. This cooperation encourages
companies to return and also helps make good summer jobs available for underclassmen.
It is in particular the men Rose graduates that encourage companies to come back and seek permanent
employees year after year. The senior of last year,
the year before, and seniors from previous years are
the proof that a Rose Senior should be as proud as any
senior anywhere who will graduate this spring.
D. E. M.
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Engines and Undercarriage

hot sizing at temperatures up to
1,500 degrees F make possible tighter radii curves than in cold-formed
titanium, combine forming and sizing with stress relieving and prevent
springback after forming.
The new facility will include
many advanced industrial features
— pressurization of certain areas
to prevent dispersal of chemical
fumes, anti-pollution fume scrubbing
to remove chemicals from exhaust
air, no-clutter power supply for the
hot-die area, rail storage for the
heavy but fragile ceramic dies used
for creep forming titanium parts as
long as 70 feet and a complete pene-

trant inspection setup to detect sur- a giant gas-fired furnace 70 feet
face imperfections in the titanium long, 10.5 feet wide and 10 feet high.
parts through use of black light.
The furnace will be used for relievBut the heart of the facility will ing stresses in cold-formed titanium
be its chemical tanks, furnaces, dies and for preheating dies. Five other,
and presses.
smaller furnaces also will preheat
The nine tanks in the chemical- dies and spacer blocks before they
processing line, 75 feet long, 5 feet go into the presses. The 10 presses
wide and 10 feet deep, will be used will be capable of operating at 1,500
for cleaning titanium parts before degrees F and exerting horizontal
and after forming and sizing and and vertical pressures on the dies.
will remove scale, the titanium
Schedules call for the masterequivalent to oxidization in iron.
model area to be activated in
Standing out along one wall in August. Not long after, employees
the forming and sizing area will be looking like spacemen in air-cooled
asbestos suits will begin working in
the hot-forming and hot-sizing area,
where the temperature will be no
more than 10 degrees greater than
the outside at floor level but will
be somewhat hotter near the presses, dies and furnaces.
Some of the asbestos-clad men at
the presses may already have spent
as much as two years working in a
similar facility of smaller scale at
another Boeing plant in Seattle
where titanium hot forming has been
going on since 1964.
Cockpit View.
*
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OVERLOAD RELAYS
(Continued from Page 22)
flection shall be shown. For a better
understanding of the bimetal characteristic at rising temperature, one
must consider the bimetal separate,
disregarding the switch mechanism.
The diagram considered in the preceding paragraphs show the work
necessary for tripping a relay. This
work must be provided by the bimetal. A certain surplus of work,
however, is necessary for moving
the mechanism.
The next step is to evaluate the
characteristic of the bimetal as a
driving element, and one assumes
for this purpose an ideal bimetal.
This bimetal will now be blocked in
such a way that no deflection is
possible. A temperature rise causes
a force increase which is proportion-
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al to the temperature. This increase
in force is plotted on the abscissa
of a new diagram along with the
temperature.
Now the same bimetal can deflect
unrestrained. A temperature rise results in a maximum deflection of
V
the bimetal which is proportional
6
to the temperature. The deflection
is plotted on the ordinate of the new
4.1
SZ1
diagram along with the temperature.
All points on the abscissa and ordinate of the same temperature are
connected.
This graph shows a family of
curves which represents the characteristic of the ideal bimetal. When
the force characteristic diagram of
a switch mechanism is superimposed on the family of bimetal
curves, the conditions for the relay
trip point become apparent. Such
are points as A & B of Fig. 2.
For a complete functional diagram one has to show the time relation
between current change and trip
action. The force-displacement characteristics of force relays and displacement relays are simplified for
better understanding in Fig. 3. The
trip characteristic at an assumed
overcurrent, which shall be evaluated, is based on ambient temperature conditions for the bimetal.
The diagram of Fig. 2 becomes
augmented with a horizontal and a
vertical time scale. Based on the
temperature scale of the bimetal
characteristic curves one can plot
the time dependent temperature rise
of the bimetal on the fourth quadrant. Three other temperature rise
curves are plotted in the second
Fovce
re.?
quadrant. Each curve is related to a
certain distance between heater and
bimetal. The curve shown in the
fourth quadrant corresponds to the
third curve in the second quadrant.
All temperatures are assumed effective according to the previous
idealized assumption.
With a force relay, the temperature rise shown in the second quadrant produces an increasing force in
the bimetal, which depends on the
final temperature. The force characteristic line in the first quadrant is
T7
rS
T6
projected to the curve of the final
temperature. The perpendicular line
Te p."
from the intersection with the final
elI,

lq
e

jurt
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temperature intersects the abscissa characteristic curve and the bimetal
at the value of final force in the family of curves into the fourth
bimetal. The force approaches this quadrant. The time is taken for the
value as an exponential function of related temperatures and plotted on
the temperature rise unless the re- the horizontal lines left of the ordilay has not tripped. After tripping nate. A line through the new points
the situation changes, this case shall is drawn and where it intersects the
horizontal line of the trip point the
not be considered here.
As a next step, one transfers the relay trips and the time is taken
force characteristic line from the from the abscissa.
The functional diagram for both
first quadrant into the second. One
draws perpendicular lines from the relay types is shown in Fig. 3. One
points of intersection between the sees that changes in temperature
force characteristic curve and the rise affects the trip time. This simplifamily of curves from the bimetal fied and basic functional diagram is
into the second quadrant. The time now to apply to existing relay deis taken for the related tempera- signs in order to obtain practical
tures and plotted on the perpendicu- results. Then models for an analog
lar lines below the abscissa. A line computer may be built for studying
through the new points is the time the characteristi2s of different relay
dependent force characteristic curve designs.
for this special situation. Where the
VIEWPOINTS OF CALIBRATION
new force characteristic curve interThe previously introduced exsects with the perpendicular line of
the trip point, the relay trips and pressions "displacement relay" and
the time is taken from the ordinate. "force relay" are aspects of the caliThe situation is different with dis- bration. There is the question, is the
placement relays. To find the trip measurement of the displacement
time one draws a horizontal line and force a practical means of califrom the intersection between force bration? It is a common practice to

calibrate overload relays on a basis
of time-current measurements. With
a certain amount of overcurrent, the
relay has to trip within a given time
margin. With the more simple displacement relays this type of calibration does a good job and is better
than measuring the displacement because the response of the bimetal
is nearly equal from one relay to the
next at the same relay type.
In actual designs of force relays,
the force characteristic is not a
straight line. Slope changes caused
by fabrication tolerancs and preloading change the trip time characteristic at low overcurrents (100 to
3005 In). The time-current method
is not adequate enough. Better results can be obtained by the
measurement of the trip force. This
can be done in a good manner on an
electronic basis. One can show the
increase of a force on a scope which
is fed from a pressure cell. The trip
point on the production samples can
be adjusted visibly. The shape of the
force characteristic line can be
checked also in order to find production failures.
*
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LOUNGE
C-6069

"Study year abroad in Sweden, France, or
Spain. College prep., junior year abroad and
graduate programmes. $1,500 guarantees:
round trip flight to Stockholm, Paris or Madrid, dormitories or apartments, two meals
daily, tuition payed. Write: SCANSA, 50 Rue
Prosper Legoute', Antony - Paris, France".

Open Bowling
Monday thru Friday
at

8:30
k 11 Day Saturday and Sunday
Billiard Tables

sly
droolings
Stolen by Tony Tietz, Soph. Chem.
Three football players from difFuture employer to high ranking
ferent schools failed to make their E.E.: "I would like to pay you what
necessary GPA's and were dropped you are worth, Figby, but the new
from their teams. They got to- Minimum Wage Law has teeth in
* * *
gether and talked about their mis- it."
fortune.
Two Engineers were sitting in the
Rose athlete: "That calculus was Library, one deeply interested in a
just too damn much."
book he was holding. "What's that
Wiley athlete: "It was trigonom- you're reading?" asked the other.
etry that got me."
"It's called 'What Millions of
ISU athlete: "Did youse guys Women Want'" was the reply.
ever hear of long division?"
"Lemme see that," said the ques* * *
tioner, "I wanna see if they spelled
Did you hear about the man who my name right."
* * *
dreamed he was forced to eat a six
pound__ marshmallow?.. When__ he (Q) was low and Smith suffered
woke up his pillow was missing.
little lost work content in knocking
* * *
him out to infinity with a severe
Werner von Braun's Mother: Vat, blow on his negative charge. Eddy
Himmel, Werner, you missed made a quick comeback with acschool three times this week!
celeration (a) stripping off Smith's
Werner von Braun: Ya, but only outer electrons; this so upset the
by a couple hundred yards.
villain's equilibrium that he was
* * *
converted into cosomic radiation
Leading publications reporting Cus- and vanished in the realms of space,
ter's massacre:
leaving Eddy the resultant vector
Wall Street Journal: "Sioux Ltd. in the combat.
Up 12 Points"
Old Cat Ion, attracted to the spot
New York Mirror: "Hair Raid"
by Smith's oxidation, beamed upon
Earl Wilson's Column: "Custer's the yotmg dipole. "Brave young
Widow (38-26-36) Mourns"
lad," he emitted, "you have satisVariety: "Custer Closes Out of fied the boundary conditions and by
Town"
the theorem of uniqueness are the
Pravda: "Big Red Victory"
only one for my daughter."
Sports Illustrated: "Indians Win
"Our love will not be transient,"
Series"
said Eddy as he formed a closed
Women's Wear Daily: "Feathers circuit about her.
Make a Comeback"
"Darling, we'll raise a one paraReader's Digest: "Sitting Bull Re- meter family of second order inveals New Cure for Dandruff"
finitesimals," murmured Anne hapWashington Post: "Custer Loses pily. As time (t) approached inRural Vote"
finity, they lived happily.
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M.E.: "If I kiss you, will you call
for Help?"
Co ed: "Will you need help?"
(Editor's note: It depends on the
* * *
Co-ed)
Caller—"Is your sister expecting
me tonight?"
Small boy—"Yeah."
Caller—"How do you know?"
Small boy—"She's gone out for
the evening."
* *
MEN
Athletic: What can she do?
Literary: What does she read?
Society: Who are her parents?
Religious: What church does she
go to?
Rose: Where is she?
* * *
A university is an institution
which has room for 5,000 in classrooms and 60,000 in the Stadium.
* * *
A boy and girl were out driving.
They came to a quiet spot on a
country lane and the car stopped.
"Out of gas," said the boy. The girl
opened her purse and pulled out a
flask. "Wow," paid the boy, "a
bottle—what is it?" "Gasoline,"
replied the girl.
*
*
And then there was the Mechanical Engineer who took his nose
apart to see what made it run.
* * *
Girls when they went out to swim,
Once dressed like Mother Hubbard,
Now they have a bolder whim:
They dress more like her cupboard.
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Subways aren't for sleeping. Alertness counts in the underground
world of city transit systems. Move quickly, stay awake, and
be careful.
A robbery, an accident, a train breakdown can cause panic.
Today, with Motorola's 2-way transit radio systems, help is just
a button push away.
Subway police can now wear Handie-Talkie portable radios on
their Sam Browne belts—speaker on the shoulder strap close
to the ear, hands free. Trouble on a train? Word is flashed from
Control Center to the nearest patrolman. He's there when the
train pulls in
Problems? In rush hour, some subways run as many
as 120, ten-car trains spaced at two-minute intervals.
Delay, jam-up, too many sardines trying to get in
one car? When the train is equipped with Motorola
Transit Dispatcher Radios, the motorman advises
the trainmaster. Adjustments are made; other
trains notified.
Safety, speed, and security—all part of
up-to-date transit system communications and
part of Motorola's efforts to help get people
where they want to go. Closed circuit TV and
radio keep traffic flowing through city tunnels.
Motrac 2-way radios route cabs and busses.
Special radio systems for railroads get
important messages through.
On the go? Comforting, isn't it, when Motorola's along for
the ride.
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General Electric
engineers and scientists
are satisfying the
needs of society . . .

like longer days
Turning night into day with outdoor lighting is
one of the many challenges you may face
in your technical career at General Electric.
For example, inquisitive minds in research
and advanced design at General Electric are
evo:ving many concepts to make our recreation
areas available day and night. Design
engineers are developing concepts into
specifications, while manufacturing engineers
are developing the techniques and processes
that translate designs into outdoor lighting
systems.
In addition, technical marketing specialists are
working with electric utilities and city
planners, applying night-lighting to athletic
stadiums, city parks, or outdoor pavilions.
You can help develop new products
and concepts, new facilities, processes and
manufacturing systems, or new applications
and markets in your technical career with
General Electric. For more information write:
D. E. Irwin, Section 699-21, Schenectady,
New York 12305.
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